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Pevex Enterprises has been established for over 25 years as importers and distributors of traditional
firebaskets, grates and firebacks to the fireplace industry. As the business developed fireplaces were added
to the portfolio and in 2004 the first stoves were introduced to the British market. Pevexstoves are now
a major distributor of traditional and contemporary stoves distributing the Bohemia X, Newbourne,
Bucklesham, Heta from Denmark, Invicta from France, Keddy stoves from Sweden. Over the last few
years, the Serenity range of British designed and built stoves have been introduced which include many
stylish and practical features offering top quality engineering and high end performance.

Within our stove collection we offer many different model types which includes everything from the
classical and traditional black boxes, insets, stylish designer models right through to high quality high
efficiency contemporary woodburning stoves and some boiler stove options. Indeed so wide is our
collection that we will be surprised if we cannot offer a stove for your requirements.

Importantly, we now have in excess of 100 stoves which are fully approved for use in Smoke Exemption Areas
(SEA), giving us one of the largest collection of SEA approved stoves available from one UK supplier. M any
of our stove models have had the fireboxes improved to give improved efficiency and lower particulates
exceeding the Ecodesign standards due by 2022.  We have an on-going policy of achieving further SEA and
Ecodesign approval for any new stove models that we will continue to add to our range to ensure that we
meet tomorrows requirements today!

Pevexstoves are a progressive company looking to develop and offer new and innovative heating solutions
that are attractively designed, efficient and approved to meet the latest requirements. Our products are
built to meet the current regulations and being mindful of possible future developments we design
accordingly.

We are committed to offer you a friendly and first class level of service and advice from the first contact
to make the process as smooth as possible. Deliveries are made with our own fleet of vans or supported
by a national courier service to offer a fast turn-around from placement of order.

For any further questions then please contact us.

Pevex.…...…a name you can trust.



CODE MODEL/OPTION kW SEA Excl VAT RRP inc VAT
Buck40FS Bucklesham 40FS Cast iron door and top plate 4.5 £799.17 £959.00
Buck 40FS/enamel Bucklesham 40FS - enamel white, cream, black, red, green 4.5 £982.50 £1,179.00
Buck 50FS Bucklesham 50FS Cast iron door and top plate 5.5 £824.17 £989.00
Buck 50FS/enamel Bucklesham 50FS - enamel white, cream, black, red, green 5.5 £999.17 £1,199.00

110mm legs Set of 4 110mm longer legs £59.95
160mm legs Set of 4 160mm longer legs £69.95

CODE MODEL/OPTION kW SEA Excl VAT RRP inc VAT
X30 Ecodesign Compact X30 Cube Compact model 4.3 £615.83 £739.00
X30 Ecodesign/60 X30 Cube fitted with 60mm legs 4.3 £699.17 £839.00
X30 Ecodesign/110 X30 Cube fitted with 110mm legs 4.3 £715.83 £859.00

Logstore/200 X30 Cube 200mm Logstore £132.50 £159.00
Logstore/400 X30 Cube 400mm Logstore £165.83 £199.00

X30 short panel Compact side convection panel kit & top plate £79.00
X30 medium panel Medium side convection panel kit/top plate for 200mm logstore £89.00
X30 long panel Long side convection panel kit/top plate for 400mm logstore £99.00

CODE MODEL/OPTION kW SEA Excl VAT RRP inc VAT
Bohemia X30 Single plain door 4 £565.83 £679.00
Bohemia X30/CI Cast iron traditional door 4 £615.83 £739.00

Boh X40 Ecodesign Bohemia X40 Plain door Ecodesign 5 £699.17 £839.00
Bohemia X40/CI Bohemia X40 with Cast iron traditional door 4.5 £724.17 £869.00

X40 CUBE Ecodesign Bohemia X40 Cube Ecodesign 5 £707.50 £849.00
X60 CUBE Bohemia X60 Cube 6 £749.17 £899.00
X40 CUBE/Xtra Wide Bohemia X40 Cube Xtrawide 5.5 £749.17 £899.00

X40 CUBE/Pan Bohemia X40 CUBE Panorama 5 £740.83 £889.00
X60 CUBE/Pan Bohemia X60 CUBE Panorama 6 £790.83 £949.00

60 Cube/DS Bohemia 60 Cube double sided 7 £957.50 £1,149.00

BUCKLESHAM STOVE RANGE

BUCKLESHAM ACCESSORIES - ALL PRICES PLUS VAT @ 20%

X30 CONVECTION SIDE PANELS AND TOP PLATE KITS - ALL PRICES PLUS VAT @

X30 CUBE FREESTANDING STOVE LOGSTORES

X30 CUBE ECODESIGN - IDEAL FOR SMALLER FIREPLACES, LOG CABINS, HOUSE BOATS

BOHEMIA X STOVE RANGE

BOHEMIA X CUBE FREESTANDING STOVES

BOHEMIA X CUBE PANORAMA FREESTANDING STOVES WITH SIDE WINDOWS

BOHEMIA DOUBLE SIDED FREESTANDING STOVE
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CODE MODEL/OPTION Excl VAT RRP inc VAT
X40 Cube Stand/200 Log store stand - 490(w) x 260(d) x 200mm(ht) £157.50 £189.00
X40 Cube Stand/400 Log store stand - 490(w) x 260(d) x 400mm(ht) £174.17 £209.00
X60 Cube Stand/400 Log store stand - 490(w) x x 400mm(ht) £207.50 £249.00
60 Cube DS/200 Log store stand - 490(w) x x 200mm(ht) £174.17 £209.00
60 Cube DS/400 Log store stand - 490(w) x x 400mm(ht) £207.50 £249.00

Drop in blanking plate Top cover plate when rear fluing stove £34.95
Wooden handle sleeve Hardwod wooden handle slide over sleeve (slides onto chrome handle) £19.95
Wooden handle Hardwood bolt on door handle to fit all Bohemias £39.95

Bohemia spare rectangular grate £22.95
Bohemia Inset spare grate £19.95
Bohemia X30 spare glass £32.95
Bohemia X40-60 spare glass £37.95
Gloves £12.95
Senotherm black spray paint 400ml £19.95

CODE MODEL/OPTION kW SEA Excl VAT RRP inc VAT

NB35FS Ecodesign Newbourne 35FS Ecodesign 4.6 £707.50 £849.00
NB40FS Ecodesign Newbourne 40FS Ecodesign 5 £782.50 £939.00
NB50FS Newbourne 50FS 5.5 £774.17 £929.00

NB40FS/PAN Newbourne 40FS with side windows 4.5 £790.83 £949.00
NB50FS/PAN Newbourne 50FS with side windows 5.5 £832.50 £999.00
NB60FS/PAN Newbourne 60FS with side windows 6.5 £899.17 £1,079.00

NB35FS/air Ecodesign Newbourne 35FS Direct Air Ecodesign 4.5 £749.17 £899.00
NB40FS/air Ecodesign Newbourne 40FS Direct Air Ecodesign 5 £824.17 £989.00

NB40i/tapered Newbourne 40i Inset/tapered 4.5 £749.17 £899.00

Newbourne 35FS stand Newbourne 35FS Log store 375mm (w) x 415mm (ht) £174.17 £209.00
Newbourne 40FS stand Newbourne 40FS Log store 505mm (w) x 425mm (ht) £215.83 £259.00
Newbourne 50FS stand Newbourne 50FS Log store 505mm (w) x 425mm (ht) £232.50 £279.00
Newbourne 60FS stand Newbourne 60FS Log store 505mm (w) x 425mm (ht) £240.83 £289.00

Drop in blanking plate Top cover plate when rear fluing stove £29.95
110mm opt legs Set of 4 110mm longer legs for Newbourne £64.95
160mm opt legs Set of 4 160mm longer legs for Newbourne £74.95

Black handle and knob £39.95
Stainless steel handle and knob £39.95
Newbourne spare rectangular grate £22.95
Newbourne Inset spare grate £19.95
Rear heat shield £33.95

NEWBOURNE DIRECT AIR FREESTANDING STOVES - WOODBURNING RANGE

NEWBOURNE FREESTANDING STOVES - STANDARD MULTIFUEL RANGE

NEWBOURNE PANORAMA FREESTANDING STOVES WITH SIDE WINDOWS - STANDARD MULTIFUEL RANGE

NEWBOURNE FREESTANDING STOVE LOGSTORES

NEWBOURNE INSET STOVES - for installation into a 16" x 22" UK fireplace opening

NEWBOURNE ACCESSORIES - ALL PRICES PLUS VAT @ 20%

NEWBOURNE STOVE RANGE

BOHEMIA X CUBE LOG STORES

BOHEMIA X ACCESSORIES - ALL PRICES PLUS VAT @ 20%
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CODE MODEL/OPTION kW SEA Excl VAT RRP inc VAT
PEVEX INSET STOVES - - for installation into a 16" x 22" UK fireplace opening
Pevex 30 Slimline Suitable for installation directly into a chair brick 4 £582.50 £699.00
Pevex 60 Convector Large output cassette Convector with unique slide in installation 7 £874.17 £1,049.00
Pevex 40 Inset/convect Modern Inset convector stove with clip on 3 sided frame 4.5 £790.83 £949.00

Optional bolt on 5" or 6"dia flue adaptor for Slimline Inset £54.95
Optional Hardwood handle for Slimline and Convector £36.95
Opt 4 sided frame Clip on 4 sided frame for Pevex 40 Inset Convector £79.95

CODE MODEL/OPTION kW SEA Excl VAT RRP inc VAT

Serenity 40FS With legs & cast iron static grate 4.5 £999.17 £1,199.00
Serenity 40LS Log store & cast iron static grate 4.5 £1,065.83 £1,279.00
Serenity 40FW Full length glass window & cast iron static grate 4.5 £1,082.50 £1,299.00

Serenity Curve 40 ConvectorNew rounded corners convection case with legs 4.5 £1,040.83 £1,249.00
Serenity 40 Convector/log Rounded corner convection box with matching 400mm logstore 4.5 £1,165.83 £1,399.00
Serenity 40 Convector/benchNew rounded corners convection box and bench 4.5 TBA

Serenity 50FS With legs & cast iron static grate 6 £1,165.83 £1,399.00
Serenity 50LS Log store & cast iron static grate 6 £1,207.50 £1,449.00
Serenity 50FW Full length glass window & cast iron static grate 6 £1,249.17 £1,499.00
Serenity 50PED Pedestal & cast iron static grate 6 £1,457.50 £1,749.00

Serenity 50FS With legs & cast iron riddling grate 6 £1,249.17 £1,499.00
Serenity 50LS Log store & cast iron riddling grate 6 £1,290.83 £1,549.00
Serenity 50FW Full length glass window & cast iron riddling grate 6 £1,332.50 £1,599.00
Serenity 50PED Pedestal & cast iron riddling grate 6 £1,524.17 £1,829.00

CODE MODEL/OPTION kW SEA Excl VAT RRP inc VAT

Serenity 40 Inset 3-Sided 50mm or 68mm frame & cast iron static grate 4.5 £999.17 £1,299.00
Serenity 40 Inset 4-Sided 50mm or 68mm frame & cast iron static grate 4.5 £1,040.83 £1,349.00

Serenity 45 Inset/fresh air 3-Sided 50mm or 68mm frame & cast iron static grate 4.9 £1,249.17 £1,549.00
Serenity 45 Inset/fresh air 4-Sided 50mm or 68mm frame & cast iron static grate 4.9 £1,315.83 £1,599.00

Serenity 50 Inset 3-Sided 50mm or 68mm frame & cast iron static grate 6 £1,249.17 £1,549.00
Serenity 50 Inset 4-Sided 50mm or 68mm frame & cast iron static grate 6 £1,315.83 £1,599.00

Serenity 50 Inset 3-Sided 50mm or 68mm frame & cast iron riddling grate 6 £1,290.83 £1,599.00
Serenity 50 Inset 4-Sided 50mm or 68mm frame & cast iron riddling grate 6 £1,332.50 £1,649.00
All Serenity models available to order as Non-Defra models - please specify at time of order

SERENITY FREESTANDING CONVECTOR STOVES

SERENITY INSET CONVECTOR STOVES DESIGNED TO FIT INTO A UK DEPTH FIREPLACE OF 13.5"

PEVEX INSET STOVE RANGE

SERENITY STOVE RANGE - UK DESIGNED AND MADE

PEVEX STOVE ACCESSORIES - ALL PRICES PLUS VAT @ 20%
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SERENITY 45 INSET ECODESIGN

SERENITY 50 INSET ECODESIGN

SERENITY 50 INSET ECODESIGN

SERENITY 50 FREESTANDING ECODESIGN
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SPECIAL HEARTHS MADE FROM HONED/POLISHED GRANITE, LIMESTONE AND GLASS
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TRADE PRICE PLUS VAT
TEAR DROP (1100 x 950mm dia)
Granite £299.00
Limestone POA
Slate £299.00
Glass (12mm) £149.00

SQUARE WITH CUT OFF CORNER (1000mm x 1000mm)
Granite £229.00
Limestone POA
Slate £229.00
Glass (12mm) £149.00

D SHAPED (1000mm x 500mm)
Granite £180.00
Limestone £180.00
Slate £180.00
Glass (12mm) £119.00

QUADRANT (1100mm x 1100mm)
Granite £239.00
Limestone POA
Slate £239.00
Glass (12mm) £159.00

Hearths made to order to suit most sizes (please specify) - allow 3/4 weeks
Standard 48", 54", 60" hearths available - please call for details
Buy 4 special hearths and receive 12.5% discount
All prices on hearths plus VAT @ 20%

INFORMATION

We normally hold large stocks of stoves which can be shipped quickly and will be happy to discuss your order and
delivery requirements. Deliveries are normally undertaken through our own van fleet or through a next day or two day

national courier service.

Generally, deliveries will occur within 5 days from the order being placed but during the busy season or high stock turn-
over then we may need extra time to complete the orders in full and would recommend that you talk to us.

Each stove brand has different warranty information which can be found in the brochures or instruction
manual but generally across all the brands is that the stoves will need installing by an approved Hetas Engineer

and parts such as glass, bricks and grates are considered wearing parts and are not covered by any warranty.

Please allow 4/5 weeks for any special orders on Heta soapstone, sandstone, ceramic or thermastone models,
Invicta Enamels or any special frame requirements for the Serenity stoves.

One stove orders will attract a minimum delivery charge of £38 for smaller stoves (eg X40 Cube)
Single order larger stoves will attract a minimum £50 delivery charge

Two stoves and above will be delivered FOC
Deliveries to Scotland, the Islands, Ireland will attract additional delivery charges

Teardrop granite Quadrant granite D shaped glass 1000 x 800 D shaped limestone 1000 x 800



TERMS & CONDITIONS
PEVEX ENTERPRISES LTD

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE

1. APPLICATION Unless otherwise agreed in writing between the company and its
customers, the following terms and conditions shall apply to all future sales of goods
by the company “Pevex Enterprises Ltd” to its customer, which may not be altered
other than in writing signed by a director of the company. Acceptance of delivery by
the Buyer shall be conclusive evidence of acceptance of these terms and conditions
by the Buyer.
2. PRICE VARIATION Price applicable to the sale of goods by the company to its
customer shall be the price ruling at the date of despatch. The company therefore
reserves the right to amend prices quoted at the date of placing of an order by the
customer by notifying the customer in writing.
3. CARRIAGE The company reserves the right as part of this contact to impose such
surcharge or carriage charge as shall be laid down by the company policy at any time.
The company has sole choice of method of delivery and of carrier or carriers
employed unless specifically agreed in writing to the contrary.
4. DESPATCH Despatch dates are quoted without engagement although every
endeavour will be made to adhere to the date or dates quoted. In no circumstances
shall the company be liable for any loss arising from delaying despatch however
caused. Time shall not be of the essence of the contract.
5. DAMAGE AND LOSS IN TRANSIT i/ All deliveries should immediately be
inspected and If there is any sign of damage to the packaging or suspicion that the
goods inside have sustained damage, the delivery should be rejected and the
customer shall notify the company of the same. Liability cannot be accepted if this
procedure is not followed. Note delivery notes or PDA’s marked ‘goods received
unchecked’ does not absolve the recipient from liability in the event of subsequently
discovered damage.
ii/ The company accepts no liability for any damage to goods in transit unless notified
to the company and the carrier concerned within twenty four hours after delivery.
iii/ The company's liability for damage in transit or non-delivery of goods duly
notified to it in accordance with the above, shall in any event be limited solely to
replacement of the goods within reasonable time, whether non-delivery or damage
is due to the company's negligence or otherwise.
6. CLAIMS Subject to the provisions of condition 5, all claims for goods alleged to be
defective must be made in writing to the company within seven days after the date
of delivery. When notification is so received the company may require return of the
goods or for the goods to be made available for inspection for the company. Should
the company be satisfied as to the defects then it retains the option to either replace
the defective goods within a reasonable time or credit the customer with the
contract price. All defective goods so returned shall be the property of the company.
Except as provided above, the company shall have no liability whatsoever arising out
of any agreement to sell or sale of goods including claims for direct consequential or
other loss, damage or expense, whether arising or alleged to arise under any
warranty statement, conditional term expressed or implied, statutory or otherwise,
or in negligence or alleged negligence on the part of the company or otherwise. In
no circumstances shall the company be liable for loss or damage in excess of the
contract sale price.
7. CANCELLATION AND VARIATIONS
i/ Cancellation of an order cannot be accepted or goods returned for credit unless
previously agreed to in writing by the Seller and in the case of goods returned for
credit proof of the original purchase is provided in the form of a delivery note or
invoice.
ii/ No variation of any order shall be binding upon the Seller unless the same shall be
agreed in writing
iii/ If the Seller agrees in writing to accept the return of stock items, a charge of 30%
of invoice price will be made, such sum representing a reasonable pre-estimate of
the sellers average costs of collection and administration. Stock items means items
normally held in stock by the seller.
iv/ Items specially ordered or manufactured or not normally held by the Seller as
stock will not be accepted for return or credit.
v/ Any goods accepted by the Seller for credit must be returned in re-saleable
condition.
8. RISK AND TITLE (a) Risk of loss or damage to the goods shall pass to the
Customer at the time of delivery.
(b) The legal and beneficial ownership of the goods shall not pass to the Customer
until payment in full of all sums due and owing by the Customer to the Seller in
respect of the goods is received.
(c) If at the time when legal and beneficial ownership of the goods would otherwise
pass to the Customer under sub-Clause (b) of this Clause sums are due and owing by
the Customer to the Seller otherwise than in respect of the goods then legal and
beneficial ownership of the goods shall not pass to the Customer under that sub-
Clause until payment in full of all such other sums has been made by the Customer.
(d) Until legal and beneficial ownership of the goods shall pass to it the Customer
shall hold the goods as bailee for the Seller but shall be at liberty to transfer the legal
and beneficial ownership of the goods at the normal course of trading. Pending legal
and beneficial ownership passing to the Customer, the Customer shall keep the
goods in good condition and in such manner that it can readily be identified as the
property of the Seller. Proceeds of any sale of the goods shall be paid into a separate
bank account opened by the Customer. (e) The whole of the price for the goods shall
not be treated as paid until the cheque, bill of exchange or other instrument of
payment given by the Customer has been met of presentation or otherwise

honoured in accordance with the terms. The Seller may sue for the whole of the
price at any time after it has become payable.
(f) Payment shall be applied to the invoices in the order in which they were issued
and to the goods in the order in which they are listed in invoices save where the
Customer shall specify otherwise in writing to the Seller at the time

of payment. In the case of any doubt as to the order in which invoices were issued a
certificate by any Director of the Seller as to the order in which they were issued shall
be binding on the Seller and the Customer.
(g) If the Customer sells or disposes of the goods in the normal course of trading
before the Price is paid, the Customer shall, subject to sub-Clause (h) of this Clause,
hold on trust for the Seller:

(i) If the goods had not been attached to other goods, the whole of the proceeds of
sale;

or
(ii) If the goods had been attached to other goods, such proportion of the proceeds

of sale of the sale of the other goods as represents the cost to the Customer of the
goods supplied by the Seller attached thereto.
(h) The trust declared in sub-Clause (g) shall be void if and to the extent that a trust
in the like terms arises by operation of law in favour of the Seller. The Customer
hereby irrevocably appoints the seller as its attorney for the purpose of perfecting
the Seller's title to any such proceeds of sale referred to in sub-Clause (g) of this
Clause.
(i) The Customer shall not:

(i) pledge the goods or documents of title thereto to allow any lien to arise
thereon;

(ii) deal with or dispose of the goods or documents of title thereto or any
interest therein otherwise than in the normal course of trading.

(j) If the Customer defaults in the punctual payment of any sum owing to the Seller
then the Seller shall be entitled to the immediate return of all the goods sold by the
Seller to the Customer ( or the documents of title thereto) in which the legal and
beneficial ownership has not passed to the Customer, and the Customer hereby
authorises the Seller to recover the goods or documents and to enter any premises
of the Customer for that purpose. Demand for or recovery of the goods or
documents by the Seller shall not in itself discharge either the Customer's liability to
pay the whole of the price and take delivery of the equipment or the Seller's right to
sue for the whole of the price.
(k) If any provision or part of the Clause should be held unenforceable or in conflict
with the law of any jurisdiction any part so held unenforceable or invalid shall be
severed from this Clause and the enforceability and validity of any other parts or
provisions of this Clause shall not be affected by such severance.
9. INSOLVENCY OF BUYER
i/. This clause applies if:
a/ The Buyer makes an involuntary arrangement with its creditors or (being an
individual or firm) becomes bankrupt or (being a company) becomes subject to an
administration order or goes into liquidation (otherwise than for the purpose of
amalgamation or reconstruction) or
b/ an encumbrance takes possession or a receiver is appointed of any of the property
or assets of the Buyer or
c/ the Buyer ceases or threatens to cease to carry on business or
d/ the Seller reasonably apprehends that any of the events mentioned above is about
to occur in relation to the Buyer and notifies the Buyer accordingly.
Ii/ If this clause applies then, without prejudice to any other right or remedy available
to the Seller, the Seller shall be entitled to cancel the contract or suspend any further
deliveries under the contract without any liability to the Buyer and if the goods have
been delivered but not paid for, the price shall become immediately due and payable
notwithstanding any previous agreement or arrangements to the contrary.
10. PAYMENT For the purpose of this Clause the due date shall mean the date on
the invoice. Payment is expected 30 days from the invoice date. Where payment in
full is not made by the due date the company reserves the right to charge interest at
the rate of 1.8% per month from the due date to the date of receipt of the monies
outstanding.
11. ADDITIONAL DELIVERIES Where the company has been obliged to make an
additional delivery of the goods to the premises specified in the contract due to the
failure of the customer to accept the delivery of the goods, the company reserves the
right to make a charge for such additional delivery, unless the company has failed to
meet a specified time and date of delivery agreed in writing by the company and the
customer. Any proposed delivery date specified on this invoice or on a sales order
does not constitute such agreement in writing.
12. INTERPRETATION Any agreement between the company and the purchaser shall
be subject to and governed by the domestic law of England and the jurisdiction shall
be the courts of England.

12.1 In the event of the Seller assigning its rights under this contract, the Buyer shall
not be entitled to raise any counterclaim or set-off the Buyer may have against the
Seller, against the assignee in answer to any claim for payment by the assignee.
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A World of Stoves, A World of Choice
Choose from over 1000 model stove model variants from the collection

Contact your Area Sales Managers:

David Blower National Sales Manager (and South East): 07920 442572
Steve Nicholson (Northern): 07854 207139

Colin Taylor (South West): 07982 149389
Brian Paxton (Scotland and Northern UK): 07741 656564

PeveXcellence

Pevex Enterprises Ltd
T: 01473 736399 F: 01473 736406

W: www.pevexstoves.co.uk
E: sales@pevexenterprises.co.uk

Facebook.com/pevexstoves


